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Let (2”) be an iid sequence of random variables with common distribution F which belongs to 
the domain of attraction of exp{-e-“1. Pf in addition, FE S,(y) (i.e., lim,,, P[Z, +Z2 
>x]/P[Z,>x]=d E(O,~O) and lim,,,(l- F(x-yjj/(i- F(x))=e” for every YER), theri it 
is shown that a point process based on the moving average process {X,, := C,“t_, CjZm_j} converges 
weakly. A host of complementary results concerning extremal properties of {X”} can then be 
derived from this convergence result. These include the convergence of maxima to extremal 
processes, the limit point process of exceedances, the joint limit distribution of the largest and 
second largest and the joint limit distribution of the largest and smallest. Convergence of a 
sequence of point processes based on the max-moving average process {VT!_, CjZn-i) is also 
considered. 
AMS 1980 Subject Classifcations: 6OFO5,60F17,60G55. 
subexponential distributions * double exponential distribution * extreme values * point pro- 
cesses * moving average * Poisson random measure 
1. Introduction 
Consider a sequence of iid random variables {& --OO < k < 00) whose common 
distribution F is both in the domain of attraction of A(X) := exp{ -eex}, x E Iw, and 
in 2&(y), y 3 0. We now explain these dual requirements. 
A distribution function F is in the domain of attraction of the extreme value 
distribution A(x) = exp{-e-x}, x E BB if there exist Q, > 0, b, E Iw (n 3 1) and 
lim F”(a,x+b,,)=A(x), xdlt, (1 1) . 
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or equivalently 
lim nP( a,x + bn) = emx 
?#jW 
where P(x) = I- F(x). If {Z,,, n 2 1) are iid with distribution F this can be rephrased 
as 
i &sa,x+b,, =A($, XEIW. 
is I 1 
We assume x0 := sup{x: F(x) < 1) = 00. When (1.1) holds we write FE D(A). Cf. de 
Haan (1970), Resnick (1987). 
A distribution F is in the class Sr( y) for y 2 0 if F(x) c 1 for all x and 
lim F( x - y)/ F(x) = eYy, for each y E Iw, (12) . 
x+00 
lim (1 - F*F(x))/F(x) = lim P[Z, + Z2 > xl/ P[& > x] = d < 00. (13) . 
%+a0 X-*W 
The constant d is known to equal 2E e yxl which was proved for the case F(0) = 0 
by Chover et al. (1973) (see also Cline (1987); Embrechts (1984)) and extended to 
the case that F concentrates on iw by Willekens (1986). When F(0) = 0 and d = 2, 
(1.3) implies (1.2) with y = 0 (Chistyakov (1964)), and in this case the class S(O) 
is called in the literature S, the subexponential class. For our purposes it is not 
natural to restrict attention to distributions concentrating on [0, 00). 
The standing assumption i  this paper is that the distribution F satisfies 
FE D(A)nS,(r). 
The condition FE D(A) is necessary for a sequence of point processes based on 
{(& - bn)/an, k 2 1) to converge. The condition FE S,(y) is necessary for the tail 
of ZI + 2, to be comparable to 1 - F and means that sequences of point processes 
based on linear combinations of the {Zn, -oo c n < a~} will have interesting conver- 
gence properties. The case where FL S,(y) will be discussed elsewhere. Eee Rootzen 
(1986). 
The condition FE D(A) n S,( 7) was discussed in Goldie and Resnick (1988a) 
where various ufficient condittons on F were reviewed and examples discussed of 
FE D(A) n S,(y). See also the important paper by Cline (1986). 
The class S(O) fi D(A) includes the lognormal distribution as well as the 
distribution with tail 
F’(x) = exp(-x/(log x)~), x 2 1, LY > 0. 
Root&n (1983, 1986) considers the class >Oby 
F(x; a, p) = KxQ exp(-xP), 
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If O<p < 1 then F(x; a,p) E S,(O) n D(A) while if p = 1 and Q! < -1, F(x; a,p) E 
S,( 1) n D(A) (Rootzen (1986)). Embrechts (1983) considers the class of generalized 
inverse Gaussian distributions N-‘( x; A, x, $) whose density n-‘(x; A, x, #) is 
defined by 
0(x; A, x, #) = Kx”-’ exp{-(xx-’ + $x)/2) 
for x > 0 where 
(A, x, #) E ((0, 00) x [O, Qo) x i& 4) v (101 x(0, @2) u ((-9 0) x (0, *I x w9 w- 
Embrechts (1983) shows that if (A, x, 9) E (-a, 0 j x (0, m) x [0, 00) then 
N-‘(x; A, x, +) E S,(# 12) and one readily verifies, for ex,mple using the von Mises 
critierion (Resnick (1987, page 40)), that in this parameter egion we also have 
membership in D(A). 
Under mild conditions on a real sequence { cj} the series zJ’Lm CjZ-j converges 
and we may define the main objects of this study, namely the stationary sequence 
of moving averages 
W n9 -0OCn<oo)= I Li 2 Cj n-j,-00<?l<W . j=-00 I (1.4 
We study the extreme value behavior of this sequence by means of a point process 
technique which looks at a sequence of point processes based on {X”}. 
Related work on extremes of moving averages is Finster (1982), Rootzen (1978, 
1983, 1986), Davis and Resnick (1985a, b, 1986). See also Goldie and Resnick 
(1988b) for point process rp ,sults reievant to the present setting. 
In Section 2 we review some background on point processes and prove a conver- 
gence result about a sequence of point processes based on stationary variables which 
is flexillie enough for our needs. Section 3 builds on this treatment o prove a 
convergence result about a seq.uence of point processes based on our moving averages 
(1.4). We give some remIu.__. arks and some complementary extreme value results in 
Section 4. Included are discussions about convergence of maxima to extremal 
processes, the extremal index, exceedances, joint limit distributions of the largest 
and second largest as well as the largest and smallest among {X, , . . . , Xn}. In Section 
5 we discuss max-moving averages based on {Zi}. 
We end this introductory section with a discussion of the conditions needed for 
convergence of the series C,“=_, CjZ-j. 
Proposition 1.1. Suppose F E D(A) so the Balkema and de Haan (1972) representation 
holds (Balkema and de Haan (1972); Resnick (1987)), viz 
P(x) = 6(x) exp (1.9 
for some z,, and x > z. where 0(x) -+ 0 + 00, $> 0 is absolutely continuous 
on ( zO, ~a) with density f’ and lim,...,,,J( u) = 0. Given E > 0, there exists xo = XO( E) 
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such that for x a x0 
(16) . 
forany O<c<l. 
Furthermore iffor some S > 0, ci”__* I#-” <a and El&l ~00, then ci”__m qZ.+ 
converges absolutely almost surely and if additionally cj > 0 for all j then for m such 
that &\>m cj’-” < 1 we have 
limp 
[ 
C Cjz_i>X 
I/ 
P(x)=O. 
x+Qo lil~m 
(17) . 
Proofi Since f is absolutely continuous we have, for u a 1, 
f(xu)-f(x) = lXUY(s) ds 
x 
2nd since $+ 0 we have for sufficiently large x that the above is less than EX( u - 1) 
whence 
Vf(xu)=wf(x)+&x(u--1)) 
and thus 
(I/f(u)) duj 
x(Vf(xu)) du 
for large x and (1.6) follows. 
Next if El&i -(OO and C&_do IcJI’-” coo then 
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Furthermore following Rootzen (1986) we have, if xljl>m ci-” < 1 and x > 0, 
Applying (1.6) with c = c; we get an upper bound of 
K ( uzm c;~~)wfw~~. 
Provided S/E 3 1 - S; i.e., S/(1 -8) a E we have &>m cf'" COO and since 
limX+= x-If(x) = lim,_,J’(x) = 0 the result follows. q 
Under the additional assumption that FE Sp( y), we may prove a stronger result 
than (1.7), namely that (1.7) holds with & cjZ_j in place of &jlBm 92-j provided 
Oscj<l and &Cj-” COO for some 6 > 0. To prove this we need the following 
preparatory proposition which is a minor variant of Theorem 2.7 in Embrechts and 
Goldie (1982). See Theorem 1 of Cline (1986) for the following formulation kvhen 
m =2. 
Proposition 1.2. Let { Y;,, 1 G i G m} be independent random variables and suppose 
FE SSY)* ?f 
lim P[x> t]/F(t)=ariEIO,oO] 
t+oo 
f ori=l,...,m then 
F(t)= f Eexp y C Y i=l*i { j#i i) 
= f (ai/E exp(yY}) l E exp 
i = 1 
(l-8) 
Proposition 1.3. Let {Zt} be an iid sequence of random variables with cornnon 
distribution FE D(A) n S,(y). Let (9) be a sequence of constants such that 0~ Cj 5 1 
for ali j and z&-, ej-” < 00 for some 6 > 0. 7?2en 
lim “i Cj 5 2 _j> t 
r-- hj l/ i. 
i(t)=~+Eelrp{y~~~Z-,}/Ee’2’ WV 
where k+ = #{j: cJ = 1 I- 
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Proof. Choose m so large that Cljl>m cj’-” < 1 and set 
X = C CjZ-j, 
lil~m 
Y = , j,Tm ciz-j* 
Observe that F E D(A) implies 1 - F is rapidly varying whence 
pCCjz-j> tllP(t)+ I 1 ifCj=l, * ifc < 1 j l 
It follows from Proposition 1.2 that P[X > t]/ P( t) + k+E eyx/ E ey% Moreover, 
by Proposition 1.l, P[ Y > t]/ F(t) + 0, and now applying Proposition 1.2 once again, 
we obtain (1.9). Cl 
Remark. Suppose FE D(A) n S,(y) and satisfies the tail balancing condition, 
Rx) F(-4 
P(x)+ F(-x)+p’ F(x)+ F(-x) 
4-p (1.10) 
as x + 00 where 0 : p s 1. Now assume the coefficients { 9) satisfy & 1 Cji’-’ C 00 for 
some 8 > 0 and lCjl< 1 for all j. Define k+ = #{ j: Cj = l}, k- = #{j: Cj = -l}, C+= 
max{c, 0}, cL = -min{c, 0) and consider the two independent random variables 
X+ = & cTZ_j and X, = & CTZ-j. By Proposition 1.3 and (1.10) we have 
P[-X-> t]/ F(-t) = P C Ci(-Z-j) > t I/ n-t) i 
+ k-E exp{ - yX_}/ E exp{ - yZ,}. 
Since F(-t)/F( t) + (1 -p)/p we may apply Proposition 1.2 to the independent sum 
X+ + (-X-) = & CjZ-j and conclude 
:tiFP[F CjZ-j>t]/ P(t)=(k+/E exp{yZ,} 
+k-(1 -P)l (PE exp{-yZ,D)E eXP 
Ij 1’ Y C cjz-j 
oiat processes and stationary mixing sequences 
(1.11) 
Our results in the next and succeeding sections are based on point processes and 
we first review relevant notation and background and then give a convergence to
oisson result general enough for our needs. 
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Weak convergence notation and usage are as in Billingsley (1968) except that 
“=Y’ is used to indicate weak convergence. For point processes we follow Neveu 
(1976); see also Kallenberg (1976), and Resnick (1986,1987). Let E be a state space 
which for our purposes is a subset of a compactified Euclidean space. Let Z%’ be the 
a-algebra generated by open sets. For x E E, FE 8, E,(F) = 1 if x E F, 0 otherwise. 
A point measure m is defined to be a measure of t e form cicl exi which js 
non-negative integer valued and finite on relatively compact subsets of E. The class 
of such measures is M,(E) and ,a&,( E) is the smallest a-algebra making the 
evaluation maps ?n + ?n (F) measurable where m E Mp( E ) and F E SK A point process 
on E is a measurable map from a probability space (J2, JB, P) to (M,(E), A&,(E)). 
Let C;(E) be the continuous functions E + R, witi compact support. A useful 
topology for Mp (E ) is the vague topology which renders Mp (E ) a complete separable 
metric space. If p,, E M,(E), n 3 0 then ~1 converges vaguely to cc0 (written p, -)’ pO) 
if p,,(f)3&f) for all f~ C:(E) where remember p(f) =Ifdp. 
A Poisson process on (E, %) with mean measure p is a point process 6satisfying 
for all FE 8: 
PK(F) = kl= 
e-p’F’(p(F))k/k! ifp(F)<m, 
* 
ifp(F)=m, 
andif Ft,..., F, E 8 are mutually disjoint, then [(F*), . . . , t( F,) are independent. 
We assume p is Radon. We will call & PRM (Poisson random measure) with mean 
measure p on (E, 2Y), or PRM(& for short. 
In Theorem 2.1 below, we generalize the point process convergence r sult of 
Adler (1978). See also Hsing (1985) and Leadbetter, Lindgren and Rootzhn (1983). 
First we define a mixing condition which is similar to condition D in Adler (1978). 
For each n a I, let { Xn,i, i 2 1) be a stationary sequence of random elements of 
E. In order to define our mixing condition, let T> 0 be fixed and let Ce be the finite 
collection of functions 
where hp0, hiECl(E), h,sl, i=l,...,m. We then say that the array 
{X,, jr j 2 1, n 2 1) satisfies condition D* if for any two disjoint intervals of integers 
1, and I* which are contained in 1, 2 , . . . , [nT] and separated by I, we have 
I E fi II gi(Xn,i)- fi E fl gi(X,i)E ‘fjk gi(X,,i) I s %.I i=1 iEtj i=l ie tj i=p+t 
where I - gi E Ce and CY~,~(,, ) +O as n + 00 for some subsequence l(n) + 00 with 
l(n) = o(n). The function cy,, I(n) may depend on both % and T, 
emma 3.3.1 of Leadbetter, ootzen (1983) we observe 
that condition ij* has the following stra ward generalization. Let hr..., h 
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be disjoint collections of integers which are separated by at least 2 and such that 
Uj”=l 4~ [l, nT]. Then 
whenever 1 - gi E %. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose for each n 2 1, {X*i, i 2 1) is a stationary sequence of random 
elements of E and that the array {Xn,i, i 3 1, n 2 1) satisfies condition D*. Further 
assume that there exists a Radon measure v on E such that 
nP[X,, E l ] -G v (2 1) . 
(+’ denotes vague convergence) and for any g E CG( E), g s 1, 
lim limsup n c Eg(Xm,l)g(Xn,i) = 0. (2.2) 
i=2 
Then in M,([O, 00) x E), 
00 a0 
c E(kn-‘,X,~) * c E(tk.jk) 
k=l k=l 
where the limit is PRM(dt x dv). 
Proof. We demonstrate weak convergence by showing Laplace functionals converge 
(Neveu (1976)) and so we must show for any f e Ci([O, 00) x E), 
- i ftiln, x*,i) i = 1 } + e-p{ - I,,,,, [(I -e-I’r*“‘) dru(dx)} (2.3) 
the latter expression being the Laplace functional of PRM(dt x dv). 
We first show for T > 0 fixed and f e Ci( E) that 
} +exp{ -T lE (I -e-J’x’)v(d*)}. (2 4 . 
For each n and k fixed partition the integers 1, 2,. . . 9 [nT] into 2k consecutive 
blocks of size [[nT]/k] - l(n) and l(n), i.e., 
4=((j-l)t,+l,...,jr,-l(n)), I~=(jr,-l(n)+l,...,jr,), j=Lm9k-l 
=((k-I)r,+l,... ,kr,-l(n)), Iz=(kr,,-l(n)+l,..., [nT]) 
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where r, = [[ nT]/k]. Then as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 of Hsing, Hiisler and 
Leadbetter (1986), 
IE exp{ -~ghL,i)} -(E exp{ -&Cc##,i)}~ 1 
f(X,i) 
~((k-l)Z(n)+(k+I(n))E(l-e-f’x~~))+(k-l)~,I~,, , 
+ kl( n)E( 1 - e-f(x~W~‘) 
where we have used the inequality 
’ ~~~xi~~lYi~ sjllYim&~9 OsYi,&sl, i=L..,n. 
By (2.1) nE(l -e-l’“nel))+jE (1 -e-f’xJ ) u(dx) and since l(n) = o(n), the final bound 
in (2.5) converges to zero as n + 00. 
Applying the inequality 
‘- ’ ‘jsivr (l-Yi)sl-icC, Yi+, isrn -n ‘n izcrnYiYj, OSyiSl, s _ 
with Yi = 1 - exp{ -f (X,J} and taking expectations we obtain 
1 - r,E( 1 - e-ftxn.l) NE ew{ -&f(XJ} 
< 1 - r,,E( 1 - e-f’*n.l)) 
+ r, i E( 1 - e-f(*n,l))( 1 - e-/(xn.$)e 
j=2 
r1u111 \A*& f - =-Am /q 11 and (2.2), we have 
(2.6) 
kr,E( 1 - e-f(xn.i) 
50 
and 
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Therefore, after raising the outside two terms of (2.6) to the kth power and taking 
limits as n + 00 and then as k + 00, the outside two terms converge to 
exp -T 
{ I 
(1-e-f’“’ v x 1 w I} . 
E 
This combined with the result in the preceding paragraph proves (2.4). 
Now letfc CL([O, m) x E) and suppose the support off is contained in [0, T] x K, 
K a compact subset of E with v(X) = 0. By the uniform continuity of f, given 
e c 0, there exists a partition 
such that 
m-1 
C( aj+l-b,)CElv(K) 
j=l 
and 
SUP lf(bj,x)-f(t,x)/<&T-‘/V(K), j=l,...,m. 
tE(O&bj] 
XEE 
Then writing -C(j) for Ci/ne(aj,bj], we have 
C ftiln9 xn,il 
j=l i/flE(bj,tZj+~] 
(J {Xn,iEK} smil (naj+,-[nbjl)P[Xn,,EKI 
j=l i/flE(b+tIj+l] 1 j=1 
+ (E/ v(K))v(K) = E. (2.7) 
Moreover, 
E exP - i 2(j)f(iln, xn,i) -exP - ! z(j)f(bj9 xn,i) 
I j=l I { j=l II 
s n&PI (2 8) . 
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Now, since [ ?2aj] - [ ?2bj_,] > l(n) for large n, 
I I 
E exP - f ztj)f(bjs xn,i) 
j=l I 
- ii E exP{-z~j).fCbj, x~,i)Il <(m - l)Qn,l(n) 
j=l 
and, by stationarity and (2.4), 
E eXP{-z(j)f (bj, X.J) + exp -( bj - aj) (f - e-f”j*xi)u(dX) , 
j=l,..., m. (2.10) 
Also, 
(1 -e-“‘*“‘) dt v(dx) 
)I 
- e-f(bj*x)) - (1 - e-f(sX))) dt v(dx) 
0 - e-f”x’) dt v(dx) - (1 -e-s(‘Vx)) dt Y(dX) 
s(ET-‘/U(K)) t (bj-aj)v(K)+~(K)~i’ (aj+l-bj) 
j=l j=i 
=&+&=2&. 
This plus (2.7)-(2.10) give 
limsup E exp 
n+oo I { 
and since E > 0 is arbitrary, (2.3) follows as desired. Cl 
In many applications, the variables {Xn,i, i 2 1) are m-dependent and in such 
cases conditions D*, (2.1) and (2.2) are fairly easy to verify. See Proposition 3.1. 
We close this section with a modification of Proposition 1.1 in Resnick (1980) 
which will be used in Section 3. 
PqKMIoii 2.2. (a) Let E and E’ be !wo LCC’!? spaces with E co.mpact and suppose 
T: E + E’ is continuous on an open subset S of E. Then if m E M,(E) is a point 
measure with support contained in S, the mapping f : M,(E) + (E’) dejned by 
is continuot.3 at m. 
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(b) Suppose 6, E2, Ei are LCCB spaces with E2 compact and T: E2 + Ei is 
continuous on an open subset S2 of E2. If m E Mp( El x E2) has the property 
then 
f: M,(E, x Ez)+ M,(E, x E;) 
dejned by 
’ 
( > 
C e(tiJi) =C ‘(fi*TXi) 
i i 
is continuous atm. 
Proof. (a) Suppose m, 4 m. Thear for large enough n and some k; 1 s k< 00, 
m,(S) = m(S) = k 
By Lemma 1.14 in Neveu (1976), there is an enumeration of the points of m, and 
m such that 
k k 
m, = C eq, m= e,. c 
j=l j=l 
J 
and$‘++asn+Wforj=l,..., k. Thus, by the continuity of T on S 
(b) Suppose m, = C qr(n),,~n)) E MP( El x EJ converges vaguely to m = C e(,i,xi). For 
any f e Cz(E,x Ei) we need to show 
C f(tin', TXi”‘)+C f(ti, TXi) 
i i 
as n + 00. Suppose K, is compact in E, and Ki is compact in E$ and let K, x Ki 
contain the support off: Take G, c E, open, relatively compact such that K1 c G, 
and m( a( Cl x E& = 0. Then 
and, from the convergence r sult in (a), 
=Cf(h TW. cl 
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3. Moving averages 
In this section we consider the weak convergence of a sequence of point processes 
based on the moving average process 
Xt = $ CiZt-i, t=O,*l,..., 
i=-oO 
where for some S > 0, 
i I I c i I-* <ax (3.1) 
i=-CifJ 
Without loss of generality, we shall assume 
maX{lCil; i=O, *l, . . .}= 1 (3.2) 
since otherwise we may consider the resealed process { X,lmax{lcil}. Note (3.2) 
implies that one or more of the Ci’s has absolute value equal to 1. Set 
I’+ = {i: Ci = 1)~ I- = {i: Ci = -1) (3.3) 
and let k+ and k- denote the cardinality of the sets I+ and I- respectively. 
Proposition 3.1. Let {Zp} be an iid sequence of random variables with common 
distribution F satisfying (l.l), with a, + y-l E (0,001 and the tail balancing conditions 
(1.10). Further assume {ci} is a sequence of constants atisfying (3.1) and (3.2). For 
a jixed integer m define the random vectors Xn,k for k 3 1 by 
X n,k =a,l(Zk-bn,-Zk-bn,Zk_i, O<lils2m). (3.4) 
l%en 
A/,:= f 
k=l 
e%-‘,X,.k) 
* N:=N,+N, 
00 
= C E(fkh19 -ao,yY~l(i),0c~i~~2m) +E E( fkz.-~.~&2.YYk2(i).ocli~~2m) 
k=l k=l 
(3 5) . 
in Mp( [O, 00) x E), E = ([ -00, m12\{ (-00, -a))) x [ -00, a?4m, where N is the super- 
position of 2 independent PRM’s N1 and N2 with mean measures 
dt emx dx E_,(dy) n F(y-’ dzi) 
Ocji1S2m 
and 
dt &_,(dx)p-‘( 1 -p) ewY dy n F( y-l dz,). 
Oelile2m 
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In the representation for N1 9 c & E(&, ,jJ is PRM(dt eWx dx) independent of the 
iid sequence { Ykl( i), k 2 1, i # 0) which has common distribution E The points of 
Nz have a similar representation. 
Proof, First observe that N is a PRM(dt xdv) where 
Y(dX, dy, dxi, 0 < Ii1 s 2m) 
=[(e-” dx)s-,(dy)+&-,(dx)(l-p)/p(e-Y dy)] n F(y-‘dzi). 
OCli}S2m 
In view of Theorem 2.1, it sufices to check D*, (2.1) and (2.2). For x> --oo or 
y> -00, we have by (1.1 j and (i.10) 
rrP[a,‘(Z, - b,,, -G-b,)~bAX[Y,*ll 
=nP[Z,sa,x+b,,Z,---:-(an~+b,)]~e-”~_,((y~)+- lip e-,((x)) e-’ 
(cf. Goldie and Resnick, 1988b). Since Q, + y-l and &-i is independent of 2” for 
i # 0 it is now straightforward to show 
(3.6) 
on E which verifies (2.1). Moreover since the sequence {Xnsk, k = 1,2, . . .} is 4m 
dependent, the mixing condition D* is automatically satisfied. 
Finally let g E Ci( E), g G 1 with support contained in the set A x [-a, m]4m, 
where A is a compact subset of [ -00, a12\{ (00, -00)). Then 
[n/k1 
limsuP n C Eg(xn,l)g(X,,i) 
n+m i=2 
s limsup n C P[a,‘(& -bn, -z,-bn,Zi-bn,-Zi-bn)E(AxA)] 
n-m0 i=2 
< limsup n2k-*( P[a,‘(Z, - bn, -& - bn) E A])2 
n-e0 
s k-‘( v(A x [ -oo,oo]4m))2 
by (3.6) which, upon letting k + 00, implies (2.3). Applying Theorem 2.1, we have 
(3.5). cl 
Pmposition 3.2. In addition to the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, assume F E S,(Y)~ 
In M,([O, 00) x (-00, 001 x [ -oo,oo])~ we have 
% ‘= c ? E(kn-‘,a,‘(Zk _,-h,,),O,‘~,~,C,Zk-I) 
iEf+ k=l 
+ c c &(kn-‘,a,‘(-~~_,-h,,).a,‘~,,,~,4-,) 
itz I- k-l 
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*?):=c : 
ieI+ k=l 
&(rk,*ikl.r~,~iCry,,(l-i)) 
+c E 
iel- &=I 
‘(rk*.ikz,YC,~iSYkz(I-i)) 
where the points of the limit have the description given in the previous proposition. 
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Proof. Choose m >O 
1-c C-m, m]. Define 
(ml= c i 
rln 
iEl+k=l 
so large that 1 Gil C 1 for 1 il> m which implies I+ u 
&( kn-’ l ~~‘(zk-i-6n),u~‘~,~imc,z~-~) 
+ C C ‘(kn-‘,a,‘(-Zk-i-b,), a,‘C,+imc,Zk_,) 
iEl_ k=l 
where CI+im denotes the sum over I, 0 c Ill s m, I # i. Let qtrn) have the analogous 
relationship to ~7 (i.e., the sum Cl+iC,Ykr(l-i) is replaced by Cl+imc,Yk,(Z-i), 
r = 1, 2). We first show that for each i # 0, 
00 a0 
C ~(kn-‘,a,‘(*Zk-i-bn), ~~‘~,~irnC,Zk-,) - c E(kn-l 
k=l k=l 
.a’_,‘(~Zk-~~),~~‘~r~jrnctZ~+i-,) -ff, 0 (3.7) 
in M,(CO, 00) x (-~,4 x C-00, W Let C = ((~0, Bd x (GM x (w, &I be a 
relatively compact subset of [O, 00) x (-~,oo] x [-a, 001. For DO, the 
diflerence in (3.7) evaluated at the set C is 
( 
c 
c > E(kn-‘,G’(*Zk-b,), a~‘C,+imc,&+i-,) 
(C) (3.8) 
aon-i<ksag Bon-i<k=s&n 
and the expectation of the absolute value of this expression is bounded by 
(2i+1)P[a,‘(*Z,-b,)>a,]-*O (3.9) 
as n +OO by (1.1) and (1.10). Thus the difference in (3.7) evaluated at the set C, 
converges inprobability to zero. Since relatively compact sets of the form (CQ, &J x 
( a,, &] x ( a2, &J constitute a DC-semiring (cf. Kallenberg (1983)), (3.7) now 
follows. The case i < 0 is dealt with in a similar fashion. 
Consider the map T,, : [0, a] x E + [0, 00) x ([-00, ~]2\{(-~. -a~)}) X [-~,~I 
defined by 
T,l(t,x,Y,z,,O<IIl~2m) 
1 
( 
4 4 Y9 C Wl-i ’ 
> 
if Z,_iElR,O<Ir~~ ??2, I# i, 
= l#im 
0 otherwise. 
By Proposition 2.2b ( E2 = [ -QO, a]4m is compact) this function induces a ma 
T;, : M,,([O, owl) x E) + M,([O, 00) x ([-a, ~]2\{(-~y --oO)H X II-*, 04) 
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which is as. continuous relative to the limit point process N in Proposition 3.1. 
Furthermore the maps & : [0, a) x ([ -00, a]*\{( -00, -4)) x [-~%+l defined by 
T2(t,x,y,z)=(t,x,z) if id+ 
=(t,y,z) ifiEII- 
induce continuous maps 
R2: M,(CO, a) x ([-Q% ~I*\~(--=4 --ooN) xI--0% *I) 
+ M,([O, 00) x (-, 001 xb’, 001) 
by Proposition 1 .l of Resnick ( 1986) or Proposition 3.18 of Resnick (1987). Thus 
from (3.7), the continuous mapping theorem and the fact that addition is vaguely 
continuous (Kallenberg (1983)) we get 
(m) = rln c t20 mw+o,(l) 
iE I+” I- 
* c ~*o~,(N)=q’“‘. 
iE J+“l- 
as asserted. 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show by Theorem 4.2 in Billingsley (1968) that 
rl (m), q a.s. as nr + 00 (3.10) 
and for every 6 > 0 
lim limsup P[p( q(nm), qn) > 61 = 0 
m-r00 n+m 
(3.11) 
where p is the vague metric. Clearly 7(m)+ 7 a.s. since 
y C c,Yk,(l-i)+ y C c,Yk,(l-i) a.s., r=l,2. 
lfim l#i 
As for (3.11), by definition of the vague metric it is enough to show that for every 
S > 0 and h E Ci([O, ~0) x (-qo~] x [-a, a]) with h s 1, 
lim limsup P 
m+oO n-a 
[l~hdqb”‘-lhd$.I>S]=o. (3.12) 
Suppose the support of h is contained in [0, a] x [B, a] x [-00, ~1. If d( l , l ) is the 
metric on [ -00, ~1, then by the uniform continuity of h, given E > 0, there exists 
8 > 0 such that 
sup(lh(t,x,y)-h(t,x,z)(: tE[o,~],xE(-aO,oO]}<e 
whenever d( y, z) < 8. The probability in (3.12) is bounded by 
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and this expectation is in turn bounded by 
(3.13) 
where 
A 
[a,‘(&-i - if iE I+, 
k-i,n = 
[a;‘(-Z&-i -b,)ap] if iE I-, 
and 
SiIlCt: A&-i,n and Bki are independent, a,, + y-l and 
ifiE I+, 
if i E I-, 
the limsup,,, of (3.13) is bounded by 
e-8(k++k-(l -p)/p) cd- C P y C c,Z_,, y C cJ_, 
ic I’vl- lJti l#im 
which upon letting m + 00 is equal to 
E eBB(k++ k-(1 -p)lp). 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that the limit must be zero which proves 
(3.12). III 
Theorem 3.3. Let {X,} be the moving average process Xt = CE_, ciZt-i, where {Zt) 
is an iid sequence of r.v.‘s with common distribution FE D(A) n S,.(y), y 2 0, and 
which satisfies the balancing condition (1.10). Assume the coeflcients {Ci} satisfy (3.1) 
and (3.2). Then in M,([O, 00) x (-00, ml), 
&(kn-‘,a,‘(X,-b,)) 
&=I 
where the points in the limit are transformations of the points described in 
Proposition 3.1. 
Proof. Let A4 >O be a large fixed constant and define the function T from 
EM :=[O,oo)x[-M,w]x[-~,a] into [0,00)x(-&,a] by 
I 0, (x+v)), Y ER mJ,Y)= (tlo), ym. 
If we restrict the domain of the point processes r),, and 7 in position 3.2 to the 
set E;M then by Proposition 2.2, the mapping ?: Mp( EIM)+ ([O,N x (-0% WI 
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defined by 
is a.s, continuous at v( l n EM). Thus, 
where 
Now, as M + OQ, 
+c ii&t 1 iEf_ k=l rk2.ik2+vC/,isYk.t(I-i)) [jk23-Ml 
So to complete the proof of the theorem, it suffices to show, by Theorem 4.2 in 
Billingsley (1968) and the definition of the vague metric, that for all 6 > 0, and 
h E C+,([O, 00) x (--00, a]), h s 1, 
lim limsup P 
[I 
n-l, U,‘(Xk - b,)) 1 
M-+a n+m k=l 
( -iEJ”,_l!‘) 1 > s] = 0. (3.14) 
If h has support contained in [0, CM ] x [ tiY 001, then the probability in (3.14) is 
bounded by 
Ui*(Xk_bn)>8,1- C ly’#O ieI+ul- II 
Now, 
I l- c I;‘#0 S u {I~LI, Ib”zl} iel+vf- 1 i.jE I+ul- 
i#j 
G u{lh’)=O for all iE I+vl-} 
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and 
eM ifiEI+, 
nP[lj;‘)= ll+ (l-p) eM if i E I-. 
P 
Thus, for i it j, 
(3.15) 
as n + 00 so to prove (3.14) we only need to consider 
nP[a,‘(X,-b,)>t?,l$‘=O,iEI+vI-1. (3.16) 
Set Y =Ci CiZ-i -CiEl+“l-ciZ-i. Applying the remark in Section 1 (see (l.ll)), 
PCY> fl+O 
m 
(3.17) 
as t + 00. Now the probability in (3.16) is bounded above by 
+ nP[a,‘(X,- b,,) > 0, max 
iel+uf- 
CiZ-i G a,M]. 
By (2.19j in Goldie and Resnick (1988b), the IimM+oo limsup,,, of each term in 
the first sum is zero. Moreover, the last term is bounded by 
nP[a,‘(Y-b,,)>8-(k++k-)M]+O 
as n +OO by (3.17j and hence iimM+, limsup,,, of (3.16) is zero. This combined 
with (3.15) proves (3.14) as claimed. Cl 
In case the coefficients Ci are non-negative for all i, the balancing condition ( 1 JO) 
is not required. The proof of the following theorem is essentially identical to the 
proof of Theorem 3.3 with the obvious modifications. 
Theorem 3.4. Let {Xt} be the moving average process X# = Cz-W ciZ#-i, where {Zt} 
is iid with common distribution FE D(A) n S,(y), y > 0. If the coeficients {ci} are 
non-negative and satisfy (3.1) and (3.2), then 
where the poi:~ of the limit have a description analogous to those qf Theorem 3.3. 
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4. Remarks and applications 
Observe first in 
y =0, the limit 
point processes 
Theorem 3.3 that in the special case of subexponentiality where 
point process is the sum of two independent compound Poisson 
5”+e-: 
6 =C k+~~r~~.j~r)+C k-et42.h2) 
1 1 
where recall k” = card I’. Each point of e* has multiplicity k*. 
Once a sequence of point processes based on {X.} is shown to converge, there 
are standard techniques for gleaning the properties of extremes as corollaries and 
we briefly sumarize some of these applications. (Cf. Leadbetter, Lindgren and 
Rootzen (1983); Resnick (1986, 1987); Davis and Resnick (1985a, b).) We assume 
the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are in force. 
(a) Convergence of maxima to extremal processes: Define, for t > 0, 
y,(t) = Q,‘(& -&A O<d<u_‘, 
=offXi-bm), tan-’ 
and 
v 
( ( 
v j&2+ Y v c cly42(l-i) 
>> 
= p(t)V y-(t), 
t&s t iElm 1Zi 
and we have 
in D(0, 00). (Here we are using the convention that the maximum taken over an 
empty index set is -a.) This is obtained by applying the maximum point functional 
to the convergence in Theorem 3.3 (cf. Resnick (1986,1987)). Y’ and Y- are 
independent extremal processes and Y being the maxima of the two is thus also 
an extremal process. Note 
C ‘(4l.j~l+YVi~r+~r~iC,Yk.*(~-i)) 
k 
is PRM with mean measure of [0, t] x (x, co] equal to 
t e-“E exp y V 
{ ( ieZ+ 
C c,YsI(F i) := t eDxm+( y) 
lfi 
and likewise 
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is PRM with mean of [0, t] x (x, a~] equal to 
C qYs,(l - i) := tp-‘(1 -p) e-“m_(y). 
f#i 
Note that m,(y) = 0 if k’ = 0. Thus Y’ is extremal - G, where 
G+(x) = P[Y+(l)sx] = A(X)*+(~), 
G_(x) = P[ Y+( 1) s x] = A (x)~-‘(‘-~)~-(~). 
Therefore Y = Y+ v Y- is x!Femal -G with 
G(x) = G+(x)G_(x) = A(,)m+(v)+p-‘(l-p)m-(Y)_ 
Note that if k+ = 1 then 
m+(r)= E exp Y C c&Al-i)‘ { 1 =II E exP~Y~lY,.dol l#i l#i 
where i is the unique integer with Ci = 1. A similar calculation is possible if k- = 1. 
For other applications which depend only on the fact that Y is an extremal 
process see Resnick (1975,1986,1987), Davis and Resnick (1985a). 
(b) Extremal index: From (1.11) 
nP[X, > Q,X + b,) + r eBx 
where 
*= (k+/E exp{%I+k-(1 -pMpE exp{yZ,H)E exp{yX,). 
Now, from (a), 
so that the extremal index (cf. Leadbetter, Lindgren, and Rootzen (1983, page 67 ff)) 
is @=(m+(y)+p-‘(l-p)m_(y))/r. 
(c) Exceedances: For x E R, we may consider the indices k such that X, > a,x + bn 
or equivalently the point process ZrC1 ~~~-~lCXk,a,x+b,l. From Theorem 3.3 and the 
continuous mapping theorem we get 
co 
c qkn-’ ,a,‘(Xk-b,))( ’ x 66 O”l) = tt h,n-‘l[Xk>a,x+b,] 
k=l k=l 
* t( ’ ’ (4 O”IJ =C E: &lk*lCjkl+Y~,~iCIYk.l(l-i)>~] 
k itzff 
cs + = k&t,, +I 6&,, 
k k 
where 
d=iz+ 1 ~kl+YCf~r~/Ykl(~-i)>xl 
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with an analogous definition for qc. So the limiting exceedence point process is 
compound Poisson. 
If y=c 
7: = k+l&,>xl, 71, = k-I,,>,,. 
Suppose ~k&T+ r = 1, 2 are two independent homogeneous Poisson processes on 
[0, a) with rates eex and p-‘(1 -p) e-“. Then 
and the exceedance point process 
k k 
ik’c &Tk, + k- c &Tk2= 
k k 
(8) Joint distribution of the largest and 2nd largest: Define M,, = nax{ Xi, . . . , X,,} 
and M, (*I = 2nd largest among {X, , . . . , Xn). Then 
P[a,‘(M,-b&x, a,‘(M’,Z’-b,,)ay] 
= PIsn(co, 11 x (4 =)I = 0, w?, 11 x (Y, 001) s 11 
-) nm, 11 x b, *I) = 0, SW, 11 x (Y, a s 11 
In the special case where y = 0, k’ 3 2 and k- 3 2, the set {g([ 0, l] x ( y, x]) = 1) has 
probability zero and hence the joint limit distribution of Q ;I( MM - fan, M’,*) - b,,) is 
P[&([O, l] x [x A y, 001) = O] = A ‘/P(x n y). 
Note if M has distribution A”“, then 
A”p(x~y)= P[Msx, Msy], 
and hence 
(ai’@&, -b,), ai*(M’,Z’- b,)) * (M, Mb 
(e) Upper and lower extremes: We first establish a weak convergence result for 
the sequence of point processes 
og 
c &(kn-‘,a,‘(Xk-b,).a~‘(Xk+b,,, 
k=l 
from which joint limit behavior of the upper and lower extremes can be ascertained. 
Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions of l%enrem 3.3, 
00 
c 
k=l 
&(kn-‘,a,‘(X~-b,),p~‘(Xk+b,l)) 
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in M,([O, a! x (l3, ~I’\{(- 00, 00)))) where the points in the limit are obtained from 
those described ii1 Proposition 3.1. 
Sketch of Proof. With E as defined in Proposition 3.1, let T be the continuous map 
from E into 
F = (C-q 04~\{(-q -m!}! x ([-a’, ~12\#% 00))) x [I-=‘, 044m 
given by 
T(X,y,Zi,0CIil~2m)=(X,yy,-X,-y,Zi,0<lil~2m). 
Thus, by Proposition 1 .l of Resnick ( 1986) and Proposition 3.1, 
a0 
c q&n-‘,u;‘(z,--6”, -Z~-6,,-Z~+bn,Z~+b,,Z~-i,0C~i~~2~)) 
&=I 
in M,([O, 00) x F). This result combined with the analogous proof given for 
Proposition 3.2 yields 
00 
c c &(kn-’ 
iEl+ k=l 
,~~‘(Zk-i-~~),“~‘(Zk-i+6~).Q~‘~:l~ic,Zk-r) 
rk2dk2raOvY hiclYk,2(~-i)) + %k,, 
iEI_ k=l 
--oO,-_jkl.Y~:12ic/Yls2(1-i)) 
in M,t[O, a) x ([-a, m12\{( -00, 00))) x [ -00, 001). The conclusion of the Theorem 
now follows using the same type of argument as given for Theorem 3.3. 17 
The limit distribution of (a,‘(M, - 6,), a,‘( W, + b,,)) where M, = VrEl Xi and 
W, = A y= 1 Xi can be easily derived. For simplicity, assume ‘); = 0. Then 
?[a,‘(M,,-b,))cx,a,‘(W,+b,jay] 
= ’ 
[ 
c E(kn-‘,a,‘(Xk-6,),a,‘(Xk+6”)) ([O,l]x[Au B))=O 
k 1 
where A = [x, 001 x C-00, 001 and B = [-a+ a] x [-a, y]. Assuming k+> 0 and 
k- > 0, the limit of this probability reduces to 
’ ; %k,dk,) > ’ 0, C E(rk2,j~2)([0, 11 x (Xl\79 O”l) = 01 k 
= exp{ -e-(xA-')/p} = min(A’/“(x), A’/p(-y)}. 
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Not unexpectedly, this limit distribution belongs to the class of distributions 
described in Davis (1982). If k- = 0, then 
P[a,‘(M,,-b,)~x,a~l(Wn+bn)~y]+A(x)Ap-’(l-p~(-y), 
with a similar result holding if k+= 0. Therefore, we conclude that the maximum 
and minimum are asymptotically independent if and only if k+ = 0 or k- = 0. This 
result differs from the corresponding result for the maximum and minimum of 
moving averages of random variables with regularly varying tail probabilities. In 
that setting, M, and W,, are asymptotically independent if and only if the ci’s are 
all of the same sign (see Davis and Resnick, 1985a). 
5. Max-moving averages 
Suppose F E D( A ) (no other condition on F is needed) and consider the stationary 
sequence 
where 0~ Cj s 1 and {Zj} is iid with common distribution F. We assume without 
loss of generality that there is at least one i such that Ci = 1 and set I = {i: Ci = 1) 
and k*= card I. Since 
P(U,sX]=P vCjZ~-j‘ 
[, -x} =v F(c,‘x) 
we need, for al! su!IKently large x, . 
n F(c,‘x) > 0. 
i 
or, what is equivalent, 
c P( ci’x) < 00. 
j 
From Proposition 1.1, 
c P(c;‘x)Q(l+E) 
j 
(+))I’& $ ( &JE&) 
SO that provided Zj C; < 00 for some 6 we have Vj 9.2-j < 00 a.s. Assume Xj C; < 00. 
We now investigate convergence of a sequence of point processes based on { 4). 
Define in [ -00, a]‘*\{-oo}, for i E 1, 
ei=(S$,jEI) 
where 
a;= l I ifj = i, t-m ifj#i. 
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We first have 
00 
C "(kn-',(a,'(Z~_i-b"),i~I)) * 
k=l 
(5.2) 
in M,([O, ~0) X ([-a, w]~*\{-Q#)) where zk qlkjk) is PRM(dt eWx dx). The proof 
of this statement can be based on the method of proof of Theorem 2.2 of Davis 
and Resnick (1985a) and is o itted. Note that Theorem 2.1 is not applicable as 
condition (2.2) fails. 
Next observe, for large x and fixed E > 0, 
by proposition 1.1 and since ~(x)/x + 0 we have 
whence 
V qZ_j-b” >X =O 
je?f > 1 
and 
V CjZ-j- bn E l -L E_* jai > 1 
on [-a, 00). 
Now we may extend (5.2) to 
co 
C ‘(kn-‘,(~~‘(Z~_i-b,),i~I),~~‘(Vj~~~jZ~_j-6,)) 
k=l 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
in M,,[(O, 00) x ([-00, oolk\{-m}) x [-OO,~)). To check this let 
& = (a,‘(&_i - bn), i E I), -’ mnk = an V CjZk-j- b, jE1 > 
and it suffices to show 
00 00 P 
c E(kn-‘,Znic,m,,~ I- c -1 E(kn ,ZnJ(,-oo) -+O (5.5) 
k=l k=l 
in M,( [&a) x ([ -00, m]“*\{ -00) x [ -00, 001) for then (5.5) and (5.2) immediately 
give (5.4). For (5.5) it sufices to show for any 
f E C+,([O, 00) x(1-q ~lk*\{-4) x b-c% a, 
that, for any PO, 
-‘, Znk, “hk) -f(kn-‘, &k,-(@) > l I 1 + 0. (5-i) 
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Suppose the support off is contained in [0, T] x K x [ -~,~] where K is compact. 
Since f is uniformly continuous, for any y > 0 there exists 1M* so small that 
for all t and z when M s &f*. The probability on the left side of (5.6) is 
If09 z, d-f09 z, -41s Y 
CnTl 
GP y, mnk ’ M*] 
= 
+p 
[I 
C(f(kn-‘,Znk,m,k)-f(kn-‘,z*kr-OO)) =+dh’hk~M* 
k I k=l 1 
=A+B. 
NOW AGFITP[V~~, C+Z-j>a,M*+b”]+O by (5.3) and 
limsup B G limsup P y C &tkn-‘,z,k)([O, Tj x K) > J 
n-*00 n+oo k 1 
s p C c cqt~j,)(w, Tl x a> w ieI k 1 
from (5.2). Since CicJ C k E (tkjkj( [0, T] x K ) is a finite random variable, this bound 
can be made as small as we like by proper choice of 7. Hence (5.6) and (5.5) follow. 
Now define 
bY 
k 
T((zi, i sk*),z)= V zivz 
i=l 
and applying Proposition 1.1 of Resnick (1986) to (5.4) we obtain in MJO, 00) x 
(-O% a 
c E(kn-‘,a,‘(Uk-b,)) * E c &(rkjk) = k” c E 
k=l &I k 
k (rks.ik) 
where recall Ck qtkJk) is PRM(dt eWx dx). 
From (5.7) it follows that 
so that 
(5 7) . 
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Furthermore the exceedance point process convt~ 
al 
c q&n-’ 
k=l k=l 
where xk crk is PRM(e-” dt). 
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